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Missed Appointment Policy: 

Did you know that missed GP appointments cost the NHS roughly £216 million every year? If you decide 
you do not need an appointment you’ve booked, please let us know so that we may offer the slot to 
another patient. 

Anyone can make a mistake, and we understand if patients miss an appointment in error. However, 
despite the successful introduction of our text message reminder service, far too many appointments 
remain missed and wasted. DNA – ‘Did Not Attend’. 
 

Repeated DNAs are antisocial behaviour – they disadvantage other sick patients in your community.  Your 
Patient Participation Group fully supports the UVS Missed Appointment Policy of warning inconsiderate 
patients, and deregistering the very few who continue not to listen to our requests. 

If you don’t intend to keep an appointment, please ring to cancel 1 hour before your appointment time, in 
order that someone else can take your place.  

Practice Policy: Applicable to DNAs within a 12 month period 

If you fail to attend a pre-booked appointment without sufficient notice (min 1 hour) we will start to issue 
you with a warning, after 2 warnings if you still fail to attend your appointments, following a review of the 
circumstances around that time, we will consider removing you from our Practice List. 

1. If a patient fails to attend a pre-booked appointment on one occasion, an informal reminder text will be 
sent to the patient (Text A).  This text will be sent by the reception team.  In the event of the patient not 
having a mobile number a letter will be sent (Appendix A). 

2. If the patient fails to attend another appointment within a 12 month period, a formal warning letter will 
be sent reminding them that should they miss another appointment they risk potentially being removed 
from the practice list (Appendix B).  

3. If the patient fails to attend 3 appointments within a 12 months period, this patient’s details will be 
brought to the Practice Manager and Partners’ attention by the receptionist team leader. The Partners will 
make a decision as to whether the patient is removed from the list. Warning letters are only valid for a 
period of 12 months; removal based on warning greater than 12 months old will be invalid. In such a 
scenario only the DNA appointments within a 12 month period may be reviewed to determine which stage 
of the policy should be applied. (Appendix C).  Every case will be reviewed on an individual basis. 

http://spilsbysurgery.co.uk/contact-details/
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 Text A: to Patients who misses an appointment 

 
 
TEST, XXX (Mrs)         Date of Birth: 22-Feb-2001 (18y)  
 
 
Wealstone Surgery, Disney Place, Chester, Cheshire 
 

NHS Number: Not known Usual GP: SILLITOE, David (Dr) 

 
 
Consultations 
 
Date  Consultation Text   
10-Jul-2019 14:27  UPTON VILLAGE SURGERY     

Comment  Did not attend   
  Patient mobile telephone number 7775686580   
  SMS text message sent to patient Hi XXX, We're sorry to see you did not attend your 

appointment. In future if you are unable to keep your appointment, please make sure to 
notify the practice in advance so that it may be offered to someone else. Thanks, Upton 
Village Surgery 
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Appendix A: Informal Letter to Patients who misses an appointment 

Dear <<Patient>>, 

According to our records you had an appointment booked with <<Clinicians name>> on <<Insert 

date/time>> but did not attend for the appointment.  If this is incorrect can you please notify the practice.  

As I am sure you can appreciate, there is a large demand on appointments at the practice and this 

appointment could have been used by another patient if you had informed the practice that you no longer 

required to be seen.  In the past week the practice has had <<insert number of DNAs>> appointments 

where patients have not attended appointments.   

The practice has a policy on patients repeatedly not attending appointments which in can result in the 

patient being removed from our practice list.  If you wish to cancel the appointment you can do so by 

calling: 

01244 382238 

Please help us to utilise our appointments as best as possible by cancelling any future appointments that 

you do not need. 

Many thanks for your co-operation 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

<<Practice Manager>> 
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Appendix B: Formal Letter for patients who have missed a 2nd appointment 

 

 

Dear <<Patient>>, 

According to our records you had an appointment booked with <<Clinicians name>> on <<Insert 

date/time>> but did not attend for the appointment.  If this is incorrect could you please notify the 

practice?  We previously wrote to you on <<Insert Date>> as you had previously missed an appointment on 

<<Date/Time>>.  This is now the second occasion within the past 12 months that you have not attended an 

appointment and have not cancelled this appointment.  The practice has made cancelling appointments as 

easy as possible by enable cancellation to be done by phone the details of each are below; 

01244 382238 

This letter is to inform you that should you miss another appointment without cancellation, the practice 

may remove you from the practice list as this would be deemed a breakdown in the doctor patient 

relationship. 

 

Please help us to best utilize our appointments by cancelling any future appointment immediately upon 

realising you do not need it or cannot attend the booked time. 

 

Yours sincerely 

<<Practice Manager>> 
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Appendix C:  Removal of a Patient from the list due to repeated DNAs 

Dear <<Patient>>, 

According to our records you had an appointment booked with <<Clinicians name>> on <<Insert 

date/time>> but did not attend for the appointment.  If this is incorrect could you please notify the 

practice?  We previously wrote to you on <<Insert Date>> and <<Insert Date>> as you had previously 

missed two appointment on <<Date/Time>> and <<Date/Time>>.  This is now the third occasion within the 

past 12 months that you have not attended appointments and have not cancelled this appointment.   

I have reviewed your clinical records and see no reason why you should not have been able to cancel these 

appointments.  In accordance with our practice policy and NHS General Medical Service Regulations 

2015(Sch3)(24)(8)(b), the practice will be removing you from our patient list.  The practice has notified NHS 

England of this on <<Insert Date>>.  You will be removed from our practice list on the eighth day following 

this notification to NHS England.   

We would recommend that as a priority you register with another local practice who will hopefully be able 

to help you with your health needs.  A list of local practices can be found at www.nhs.uk, there is a search 

facility available on the home page of this site that by entering your post code you will be able to find a list 

of local practices.   

I would like to take this opportunity to say that as a practice we do not take the decision to remove a 

patient from our list lightly but need to ensure that we are able to provide for all of our registered patient 

population to the best of our ability and that this is made more difficult if a patient repeatedly misses 

appointment without cancellation. 

I wish you the best for the future. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

<<Senior GP>> 
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Late Patients: 

We understand that sometimes factors are outside of patients’ control, and these in turn could result in 
patients being late for their appointment or them being unable to attend their appointment. We ask that 
when patients’ know that they are going to be late for their appointment; they make contact with us as 
soon as they can to inform us. The practice will undertake to see patients who are going to be late; 
however this will not be possible in all circumstances. By contacting us if you are going to be late, we can 
confirm whether we will still be able to go ahead with your appointment.   

Please note that if you are more than an hour late and you have not contacted us you will be classed as a 
DNA. 

Sharon King 
Practice Manager 

 

 


